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THIS PRESENTATION IS NOT, AND DOES NOT CONSTITUTE, AN OFFER TO SELL, OR A SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER TO BUY, COMPANY SECURITIES BY ANY PERSON.

NO SECURITIES OF THE COMPANY HAVE BEEN REGISTERED UNDER THE U.S. SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, AS AMENDED, OR APPLICABLE STATE SECURITIES LAWS, NOR HAS THE U.S.
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION OR ANY STATE REGULATORY AUTHORITY PASSED UPON THE ACCURACY OR ADEQUACY OF THIS PRESENTATION OR ENDORSED THE
MERITS OF AN INVESTMENT IN THE COMPANY. ANY REPRESENTATION TO THE CONTRARY IS UNLAWFUL.

READERS OF THIS PRESENTATION SHOULD NOT CONSTRUE THE CONTENTS OF THIS PRESENTATION AS LEGAL, TAX, INVESTMENT OR OTHER ADVICE. READERS OF THIS
PRESENTATION SHOULD CONSULT THEIR OWN ATTORNEY, BUSINESS ADVISOR AND TAX ADVISOR AS TO LEGAL, BUSINESS, TAX AND RELATED MATTERS CONCERNING AN
INVESTMENT IN THE COMPANY.

EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE INDICATED, THIS PRESENTATION SPEAKS AS OF THE DATE HEREOF. THE PRESENCE OF THIS PRESENTATION ON THE COMPANY’S WEBISTE SHALL NOT, UNDER
ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, CREATE ANY IMPLICATION THAT THERE HAS BEEN NO CHANGE IN THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN AFTER THE DATE HEREOF.

THIS PRESENTATION INCLUDES CERTAIN STATEMENTS BY THE COMPANY WITH RESPECT TO THE COMPANY'S FUTURE PERFORMANCE. ESTIMATES OF FUTURE PERFORMANCE
REFLECT VARIOUS ASSUMPTIONS MADE BY THE COMPANY WHICH MAY OR MAY NOT PROVE ACCURATE, AS WELL AS THE EXERCISE OF A SUBSTANTIAL DEGREE OF JUDGMENT BY
MANAGEMENT AS TO THE SCOPE AND PRESENTATION OF SUCH INFORMATION. NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES ARE MADE AS TO THE ACCURACY OF SUCH STATEMENTS OR
ESTIMATES OF FUTURE PERFORMANCE. ACTUAL RESULTS ACHIEVED DURING PROJECTION PERIODS MAY DIFFER SUBSTANTIALLY FROM THOSE PROJECTED.

FORWARD-LOOKINGSTATEMENTS

This Presentation includes forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology, including the terms
"projects", "forecasts-, "estimates", "expects", "anticipates", "believes", "plans", "intends", "may", "might", "will", "would", "can", "could", "should" or, in each case, their negative,
or other variations or comparable terminology. These forward-looking statements include all matters that are not historical facts. They appear in a number of places throughout this
Presentation and include statements regarding the Company's intentions, beliefs or current expectations concerning, among other things, its financial position, operating results,
liquidity, prospects, growth, strategies and the industry in which it operates.

By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future.
Prospective investors are cautioned that forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and that the Company's actual financial position, operating results
and liquidity, and the development of the industry in which it operates, may differ materially from those made in or suggested by the forward-looking statements contained in this
Presentation. The Company cannot assure you that the intentions, beliefs or current expectations upon which its forward-looking statements are based will occur. These forward-
looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions, including those discussed in this Presentation. The Company undertakes no obligation to publicly update or
publicly revise any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, future events otherwise.
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Board of Directors

Nick Tulloch, CEO

Nick has advised companies on the UK capital markets for over 20 years, working for several well-known investment banks 
and stockbrokers, including Schroders, Cazenove, Arbuthnot, Cenkos and Cantor Fitzgerald. In 2019 he became Finance 
Director and then subsequently CEO of Zoetic International plc (now Chill Brands) transforming the company from its oil and 
gas roots to become the first vertically integrated CBD company to be listed in London.  Nick began his career as a solicitor
with Gouldens and he holds a master's degree in law from Oxford University. Nick stood for parliament in 2017 and 2021.
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Jill Overland, Non-Executive Director

Jill has over 25 years of experience working in senior finance roles. She is currently responsible for finance and corporate 
services at Cuadrilla Resources Limited.  Prior to joining Cuadrilla, Jill was the head of finance for BHP Petroleum’s UK and
Algeria business unit.  She also worked for the company in a number of finance roles in the UK and Australia including 
leading Petroleum’s Global Sarbanes Oxley Compliance program.  Jill was educated in Australia obtaining a Bachelor of 
Business (Accounting/Computing) from Swinburne University of Technology and is qualified as an Australian CPA.

Eric Boyle, Non-Executive Chairman

Eric has over 30 years’ experience in stockbroking, fund management and investment banking and was a partner of Smith & 
Williamson Investment Management LLP. During his career, Eric co-founded two London-listed companies, SR Pharma plc, 
where he was Chairman until 2004, and Highlands Natural Resources plc (now Chill Brands) in 2015. With the experience 
gained in studying a diversity of stock markets he has held directorships in three London-listed closed-end funds, including 
Atlantis Japan Growth Fund Limited where he was a director from 2000-2016. During his career he has raised new capital 
for several groups launching in both developed and emerging markets.

Nikki Cooper, Non-Executive Director

Having gained corporate and financial experience as general counsel to an AIM listed company and in a corporate finance 
team at an investment bank, Nikki created a supplements brand gaining entrance into major retailers including Boots, 
Holland and Barrett, Selfridges, Ocado and presented products on QVC.   Nikki is a qualified solicitor and an Associate 
Member of the UK Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators currently supporting companies on corporate 
transactions.
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Who we are
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Three brands

Three own stores

Four revenue streams – B2C and B2B, including bespoke 

skincare manufacturing

Twenty-five employees

Fifty-four formulated products

Over 100 distribution outlets

270 SKUs in store including guest brands
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Is this the time to invest in CBD?
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CBD investments in the past two years 
have largely been disappointing and 

investors are rightly cautious

Over exuberant and unrealistic business 
plans coupled with unrealistic 

expectations from expensive marketing 
campaigns

Uncertainties over increasing regulation 
and few barriers to entry has led to 

increasing competition

Misinformation from companies 
themselves has eroded confidence

But CBD is becoming a mainstream 
consumer product

From oils to skincare to drinks, CBD is 
firmly on many people’s agenda

As in other industries, professionally 
managed companies with multiple 

routes to market will be the long term 
winners

Following the path of other high 
growth sectors, the next phase we 
should expect to see is corporate 

consolidation, cooperation and the 
emergence of clear market leaders

“The time to buy is when there's blood in the streets” 
– Baron Rothschild
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Why Voyager?
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One of the largest product ranges in the UK 

Strong management rolling out a multi 

revenue strategic plan in the UK and Europe

Highest standards of corporate governance

Currently trading at a 25% discount to net asset value

Low cost business model based in Perth, Scotland

Robust balance sheet with £1.2 million in cash
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The growing importance of CBD to retail
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Source: CBD-Intel, Q4 2021 and Q1 2022

The ACI valued the UK CBD market in 2021 at £690 million: larger than 

Vitamin C and Vitamin D combined

One million regular users of CBD in the UK
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CBD use
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Source: CBD-Intel, March 2021

• Our interaction with customers indicates that original popular reasons for using CBD –
pain relief, anxiety, insomnia – are now being supplemented with general health & 
wellbeing uses

• Regulatory constraints are creating an increasing market for topical CBD products
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Does CBD work? – Evidence from users suggests that it does
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91% of people would continue to use CBD in another format even if their current format 

was restricted by the government (Source: CBD-Intel)

85% of people would try to continue using CBD even if it was banned (Source: CBD-Intel)
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Overview of Voyager
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• Sales through VoyagerCBD.com and 
AscendSkincare.co.uk

• Four online marketplaces and over 20 other 
websites

• Highest margin outlet

• Over 100 third party stores stock or have 
stocked Voyager products

• Distribution through in-house sales team and 
national coverage with CLF, one of the UK’s 
largest distributors of health & wellness 
products

• Three stores in St Andrews, Edinburgh and 
Dundee

• Stores carry entire range plus some exclusive lines 
and guest brands

• 270 SKUs including food & drink options

Trade sales

• White label and private label service
• Low MOQs appeal to wide range of 

customers
• In house formulating team to make bespoke 

products

Online Own stores

White label
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History of Voyager

 Brand established in summer of 2020 

 Company incorporated in November 2020

 Initially backed by friends & family

 Product range: 9 formulated products
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2020

2021

2022

 Launch of VoyagerCann adds in-house manufacturing as well as 
white/private label

 Second brand Ascend Skincare added

 UK’s first CBD Refillery

 Product range: 54 formulated products as well as multiple white 
label formulations and 270 SKUs in store

 The first multi-CBD product company to successfully complete a 
crowdfunding raise in the UK, closing in 4 days at 5x subscribed

 Listed on Aquis in June 2021 – culture of strong corporate governance

 Three own stores opened in Scotland

 Product range: over 30 formulated products
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Extensive product range
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CBD edibles
CBD oils (3 flavours, 3 strengths),

Gummies, Mints,
Soft gels

All suitable for vegans
Made in USA

Skin, bath & body
Handmade bath and shaving 
products with no artificial 
additives – Made in Scotland
Targeted skincare range 
(blemishes, eczema, 
psoriasis) – Made in Britain 

Ancillary hemp product range
Yoga mats

Face cloths
Make up remover pads

Notebooks
Toothbrush & Shaving brush

Muscles & Joints
Sports range comprises:
Rosemary & Mint muscle 
salve
Camphor & Menthol 
cooling cream
Made in USA

Aromatherapy Range
Pillow Mist Spray
Aromatherapy roll–ons
Aromatherapy candles 
Made in Scotland
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Voyager Pets
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 Unusually for UK CBD companies, Voyager has 
developed a dedicated range of products for 
pets which quickly became the company’s 
best seller (measured by unit sales)

 Formulated with hemp seed oil in line with UK 
regulations (CBD can only be administered to 
pets with a prescription)

 VoyagerPets.co.uk landing page designed to 
enable Facebook / Instagram marketing (CBD 
adverts are prohibited on these sites)

The UK pet market is valued at £6.5 billion (source: Pets at Home plc)

Twelve million UK households have pets (44% of households) (source: 

Clearwater International)

Mintel reported that one in five of UK cat or dog owners would cut back on 

spending on their own food before reducing spend on food for their pets
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Ascend Skincare
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 Targeting the under-represented CBD beauty 
market, Ascend Skincare is an all natural range 
of cosmetics

 The product range of five is already multi-
award winning and is entirely vegan

 Voyager plans to double the size of the range 
before the end of the year

71% of women in Great Britain prefer to wear little make up for a more 

natural look (source: Kantar)

Nearly 50% of consumers avoid the use of products that are harmful to the 

environment (source: Kantar)
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The importance of high street stores
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Where do CBD users buy their products?

Data from www.singlecare.com (based on US survey)

 Despite online sales growing rapidly worldwide, CBD users are still very likely to purchase from a physical store

‒ There could be many reasons for this: seeking information from a sales adviser, distrust of online alternatives 
for a product that is very personal or the ability to see/try the product first

 Own stores build brand credibility as well as opening up a new distribution channel – including impulse buys and 
up-selling / cross-selling opportunities

 Cost effective opening: sited within one hour of head office, business rates holiday/reduction in 
Scotland until June 2022 and several staff supported by UK and Scottish Government employment 
incentive grants

http://www.singlecare.com/
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Voyager distribution
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 Over 100 third party stores now stock or have stocked 
Voyager products

 Focus to date has been on independent stores and smaller 
chains

‒ Higher margin, direct to retailer model

 We have a concession in a highly regarded local salon John 
Gillespie's. 

 Initial sales efforts concentrated in central/northern 
Scotland but accounts are now being added nationwide

 CLF have distributed Voyager products since January 2022
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Summary financials
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Audited financial information as at 31 March 2022

£178,000 sales to 31 March 2022

£1.4 million cash (equivalent to 15.5 pence per share)

£145,000 inventory (equivalent to 1.5 pence per share)

Update as at 12 August 2022

£1.2 million cash (at 12.6 pence per share)

£72,000 of monthly overheads

Peak store takings of £7,000 per week
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Strategic objectives for the next 12 months
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Grow online 
sales

In-house digital 
marketing and 
copyrighting

SEO consultants 
appointed 

August 2022

Develop profile 
of own stores

Regional manager 
oversees all 

stores

Increasing range 
is building profile 

and customer 
retention

Increase 
distribution 

network

In-house sales 
team of three 

Supported by 
external 

distributors and 
trade fairs

Manufacturing 
for third parties

Low MOQs and 
made to order 

philosophy

Full service 
offering (including 

packaging and 
documentation)

Objective What have we done? What are we doing?
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Voyager mid-term report card
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Objective Complete In Progress Outstanding

Diversified business plan
✓

Extensive product range
✓

Compliance with regulations
✓

Repeat orders from customers
✓

Brand recognition
✓

Low cost business model
✓

Experienced team assembled
✓

Growing customer base
✓

Growing revenue
✓

Corporate governance
✓

Shareholder / investor liquidity
✓
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Summary share capital
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Nick Tulloch

Eric Boyle

Seedrs

Other crowdfunding 
investors

Founder shareholders

Greencare Capital

Pre-IPO investors

IPO investors

Other

 Voyager has only one class of shares in 
issue and is debt-free 

 Staff share option scheme requires 70p 
target share price before vesting

 Total shares in issue: 9,252,920

 Total options and warrants: 1,146,752
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Building a brand
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“If you really look 
closely, most 
overnight 
successes took a 
long time”

- Steve Jobs

Brightfield estimated in 2020 that 31% of CBD users had been doing so for less than a year.

There are opportunities to win loyalty, excite with new products
and create lifelong customers.


